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1. Universal De larations on Human Rights (UDHR)

Article 19

Everyone has th right to freedom of opinion and expression; this right includes freedom to hold opinions.

without interference and to seek, receive and impart information and ideas through any media and regardless of

frontiers.
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bbVl'j'nWlI'lbb"'~~~~bb"'d'lV11. 'lm"'~~'l<ifB:W"'~11r11'j'bb",~<iffJfiVl~1'U~fJLVIuaeLV1EJ1~fhu'l1"i'lm:WbbVl'U~

2, International Convenant on Civil and Political Rights (iCCPR)

Article 19

1. Everyone sha l have the right to hold opinions without interference.

2. Everyone sha il have the right to freedom of expression; this right shall include freedom to seek, receive

and impart information and ideas of all kinds, regardless of frontiers, either orally, in writing or in print, in the form

of art, or through any ot er media of his choice.
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3. European C nvention on Human Rights (ECHR)

Article 10

1. Everyone has the right to freedom of expression. This right shall include freedom to hold opinions and

to receive and impart in ormation and ideas without interference by public authority and regardless of frontiers.

This Article shall not pre ent States from requiring the licensing of broadcasting, television or cinema enterprises.
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4. The America Convention on Human Rights (ACHR)

Article 13

Freedom of Tho ght and Expression

1. Everyone has. he right to freedom of thought and expression. This right includes freedom to seek,

receive, and impart infor ation and ideas of all kinds, regardless of frontiers, either orally, in writing, in print, in

the form of art, or throug any other medium of one's choice.
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1. Universal Dec arations on Human Rights (UDHR)

Article 29

(1) Everyone has uties to the community in which alone the free and full development of his personality

is possible.

(2) In the exercis of his rights and freedoms, everyone shall be subject only to such limitations as are

determined by law solely for the purpose of securing due recognition and respect for the rights and freedoms of

others and of meeting th just requirements of morality, public order and the general welfare in a democratic

society.

(3) These rights a d freedoms may in no case be exercised contrary to the purposes and principles of

the United Nations.
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2. International ovenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR)

Article 19

1. Everyone shall have the right to hold opinions without interference.



2. Everyone sha~lhave the right to freedom of expression; this right shall include freedom to seek, receive

and impart information nd ideas of all kinds, regardless of frontiers, either orally, in writing or in print, in the form

of art, or through any ot er media of his choice.

3. The exercise f the rights provided for in paragraph 2 of this article carries with it special duties and

responsibilities. It may t erefore be subject to certain restrictions, but these shall only be such as are provided

by law and are necessa :

(a) For respect f the rights or reputations of others;

(b) For the prot ction of national security or of public order (order public), or of public health or morals.
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3. European C nvention on Human Rights (ECHR)

Article 10

2. The exercise f these freedoms, since it carries with it duties and responsibilities, may be subject to

such formalities, conditi ns, restrictions or penalties as are prescribed by law and are necessary in a democratic

society, in the interests f national security, territorial integrity or public safety, for the prevention of disorder or

crime, for the protection of health or morals, for the protection of the reputation or rights of others, for preventing

the disclosure of infor ation received in confidence, or for maintaining the authority and impartiality of the

judiciary.
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4. The America Convention on Human Rights (ACHR)

Article 13

Freedom of Th ught and Expression

2. The exercise 0 the rightprovidedfor in the foregoingparagraphshallnot be subjectto priorcensorship

but shall be subject to ubsequent impositionof liability, which shall be expresslyestablishedby law to the

extent necessaryto ensue:

1. Respectfor th rightsor reputationsof others;or

2.The protectio of national security,public order,or public health or morals.

3. The right of e pressionmay not be restrictedby indirect methods or means,such as the abuse of

government or private ontrols over newsprint, radio broadcastingfrequencies,or equipment used in the

disseminationof informa ion, or by any other meanstending to impede the communicationand circuLationof

ideasandopinions.

4. Notwithstandi gthe provisionsof paragraph2 above,public entertainmentsmaybe subjectby law to

prior censorshipfor the ole purposeof regulatingaccessto them for the moral protection of childhood and

adolescence.

5. Any propagada for war and any advocacyof national, racial, or religioushatred that constitute

incitementsto lawlessvi lence or to any other similaraction againstany personor group of personson any

groundsincluding those of race, color, religion, language,or national origin shall be consideredas offenses

punishableby law.
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Universal Declarations on Human Rights (UDHR)

Article 12
No one shall be subjected to arbitrary interference with his privacy, family, home or

I
correspondence, nor 0 attacks upon his honor and reputation. Everyone hasthe right to the
protection of the law gainst such interference or attacks.

Guidelines Governin the Protection of Privacy and Transborder Data Flows of Personal Data1980 :
The Or anization for Economic Cooperation and Development ( OECD)

1.Collection Limitation Principle
2. DataQuality Princi Ie
3. PurposeSpecificati n Principle
4. UseLimitation Prin iple
S.Security Safeguard Principle
6. OpennessPrinciple
7. Individual Participa ion Principle
8. Accountability Prin iple

1. Principle of Lawful essand Fairness
2. Principle of Accura y
3. Principle of the Pu pose-specification
4. Principle of Interes ed-person Access
S.Principle of Non-di crimination

I
6. Power to make exqeptions
7. Principle of SecuriW
8. Supervision and Salnctions
9. Tranborder Data FlowS
10. Fieldof APPlicatirn

Guidelines Concerning Computerized Personal Data
Files 14 DEC1990 : United Nation (UN)



Organisation for Economic Cooperation and
Development guidelines

Annex to the recommendation of the Council of 23 September 1980

Guidelines gover ing the protection of privacy and transborder flows of personal
data

IPart 1:

Definitions

1. For the purposes of these Guidelines:

a) "data conf,oller" means a party who, according to domestic law, is competent to decide
about the ontents and use of personal data regardless of whether or not such data are
collected.] stored, processed or disseminated by that party or by an agent on its behalf;

b) "personal data" means any information relating to an identified or identifiable individual
(data subject);

c) "transbor4er flows of personal data" means movements of personal data across national
boarders. i

Scope of GUideliJes

2. These Guidelines apply to personal data, whether in the public or private sectors, which,
because of the manner in which they are processed, or because of their nature or the context in
which they are used, pose a danger to privacy and individual liberties.

3.
i

These GUidelinls should not be interpreted as preventing:

a) the applic tion, to different categories of personal data, of different protective measures
depend in upon their nature and the context in which they are collected, stored,
processed or disseminated;

b) the exclusion from the application of the Guidelines of personal data which obviously do
not contain any risk to privacy and individual liberties; or

c) the application of the Guidelines only to automatic processing of personal data.

4. Exceptions to the Principles contained in Parts Two and Three of these Guidelines, including
those relating to national sovereignty, national security and public policy ("ordre public"),
should be:

a) as few as possible, and

b) made kno n to the public.
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5. In the particular case of Federal countries the observance of these Guidelines may be affected
by the division of powers in the Federation.

6. These Guidelines should be regarded as minimum standards which are capable of being
supplemented b~ additional measures for the protection of privacy and individual liberties.

Part 2: Basic Ilrinciples of national application

Collection Limita~ion Principle

7. There should b1limits to the collection of personal data and any such data should be obtained
by lawful and f ir means and, where appropriate, with the knowledge or consent of the data
subject.

Data Quality Principle
!

8. Personal data s ould be relevant to the purposes for which they are to be used, and, to the
extent necessa for those purposes, should be accurate, complete and kept up-to-date.

Purpose Specific tion Principle

9. The purposes fqr which personal data are collected should be specified not later than at the
time of data collection and the subsequent use limited to the fulfilment of those purposes or
such others as ate not incompatible with those purposes and as are specified on each occasion
of change of ptIfPose.

!

Use Limitation ptinciPle

10. Personal data s 'ould not be disclosed, made available or otherwise used for purposes other
than those specified in accordance with Paragraph 9 except:

a) with the nsent of the data subject; or
b) by the au ority oflaw.

Security safegualdS Principle

11. Personal data s ould be protected by reasonable security safeguards against such risks as loss
or unauthorised access, destruction, use, modification or disclosure of data.

Openness Principle

12. There should bla general policy of openness about developments, practices and policies with
respect to perso al data. Means should be readily available of establishing the existence and
nature of perso al data, and the main purposes of their use, as well as the identify and usual
residence ofth data controller.

Individual Partie pation Principle

13. An individual s ould have the right:
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a) to obtain from a data controller, or otherwise, confirmation of whether or not the data
controllerlhas data relating to him;

b) to have c mmunicated to him, data relating to him

i) wit in a reasonable time;
ii) at a charge, if any, that is not excessive;
iii) in a reasonable manner; and
iv) in a form that is readily intelligible to him;

c) to be give reasons if a request made under subparagraphs (a) and (b) is denied, and to
be able to challenge such denial; and

d) to challen e data relating to him and, if the challenge is successful, to have the data
erased, re tified, completed or amended.

Accountability P inciple

14. A data controll should be accountable for complying with measures which give effect to the
principles state above.

Part 3: Basic rinciples of international application: free flow and
legitimate rest ictions

15. Member countrjes should take into consideration the implications for other Member countries
of domestic prOfessing and re-export of personal data.

I

Member countr es should take all reasonable and appropriate steps to ensure that transborder
flows of person Idata, including transit through a Member country, are uninterrupted and
secure.

16.

17. A Member cou try should refrain from restricting transborder flows of personal data between
itself and anoth r Member country except where the latter does not yet substantially observe
these Guideline or where the re-export of such data would circumvent its domestic privacy
legislation. A ember country may also impose restrictions in respect of certain categories of
personal data fo which its domestic privacy legislation includes specific regulations in view of
the nature ofth se data and for which the other Member country provides no equivalent
protection.

18. Member countries should avoid developing laws, policies and practices in the name of the
protection of privacy and individual liberties, which would create obstacles to transborder
flows of personal data that would exceed requirements for such protection.

Part 4: Nation I implementation

19. In implementin domestically the principles set forth in Parts Two and Three, Member
countries shoul establish legal, administrative or other procedures or institutions for the
protection ofpr vacy and individual liberties in respect of personal data. Member countries
should in partie lar endeavour to:

a) adopt app opriate domestic legislation;
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b) encourage and support self-regulation, whether in the form of codes of conduct or
otherwise;

provide f~r reasonable means for individuals to exercise their rights;

provide fJr adequate sanctions and remedies in case of failures to comply with measures
which implement the principles set forth in Parts Two and Three; and

ensure tht there is no unfair discrimination against data subjects.

Intern tional cooperation

c)

d)

e)

Part 5:

20. Member count es should, where requested, make known to other Member countries details of
the observance fthe principles set forth in these Guidelines. Member countries should also
ensure that pro edures for transborder flows of personal data and for the protection of privacy
and individual 1berties are simple and compatible with those of other Member countries which
comply with th se Guidelines.

21. Member countr es should establish procedures to facilitate:

i) informati n exchange related to these Guidelines, and
ii) mutual as istance in the procedural and investigative matters involved.

22. Member countr es should work towards the development of principles, domestic and
international, to govern the applicable law in the case of transborder flows of personal data.



1) What is the case about and what did
the Court rule?

In tOlO a Spanish citizen lodged a complaint against a Spanish newspaper with the

complained that n:rh:~~i~~t~~~~~e~:i~~s ~;~:~~:S~~~gh~~~ ~~o~~:~~~~ns::~c~~~~~~tl:~~;r~~g~~Z~i:
privacy rights because the proceedings concerning him had been fully resolved for a number of years
and hence the reference to these was entirely irrelevant. He requested, first, that the newspaper be
required either to r*move or alter the pages in question so that the personal data relating to him no
longer appeared; and second, that Google Spain or Google Inc. be required to remove the personal data
relating to him, so rat it no longer appeared in the search results.

The Spanishcourt referred the case to the Court of Justice of the EuropeanUnion asking:
(a) whether thf2EU's1995 Data Protection Directive applied to search engines such as Google;
(b)whether E~ law (the Directive) applied to GoogleSpain,given that the company's data processing

serverwas in the United States;
(c)whether ar1individual has the right to request that his or her personal data be removed from ac

cessibility Jia a search engine (the 'right to be forgotten').

In its ruling of 13 Mkv 20141 the EUCourt said:
a) On the territoriality of EU rules: Even if the physical server of a company processing data is

located outfiide Europe,EUrules apply to search engine operators if they have a branch or a sub
sidiary in aNember State which promotes the selling of advertising space offered by the search
engine;

b) On the apJJ!icability of EU data protection rules to a search engine: Searchengines are con
trollers of ~rsonal data. Googlecan therefore not escape its responsibilities before Europeanlaw
when handline personal data by saying it is a search engine. EUdata protection law applies and
50 does th:right to be forgotten.

C) On the URi ht to be Forgotten" : Individuals have the right - under certain conditions - to ask
search engi es to remove links with personal information about them. This applies where the

• 5" also relevant pre" ~l"~ from the Coo" of J"',, of the '""""'" Union

I Just;ce
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information is inaccurate, inadequate, irrelevant or excessive for the purposes of the data
processing (para 93 of the ruling). The court found that in this particular case the interference with
a person's !right to data protection could not be justified merely by the economic interest of the
search engine. At the same time, the Court explicitly clarified that the right to be forgotten is
not absol~te but will always need to be balanced against other fundamental rights, such as the
freedom o~expression and of the media (para 85 of the ruling). A case-by-case assessment is
needed considering the type of information in question, its sensitivity for the individual's private life
and the int~rest of the public in having access to that information. The role the person requesting
the deletlon plays in public life might also be relevant.

2) The Ri
(199.5
(propo

to be forgotten: The rules today
rective) and the rules tomorrow
d data protection Regulation)

forgotten" in the 1995 Data Protection Directive
Directive (on which the ruling is based) already includes the principle underpinning

the right to be ft"lrrlt"ltt'~nA person can ask for personal data to be deleted once that data is no longer neces-
sary (Article 12 of Directive). Claims that the Commission has proposed something fundamentally new
in the Data Regulation are therefore wrong. They have been contradicted by the Court of Justice.

The data subject's right of access to data

Article 12 : Right of access

Member States sh all guarantee every data subject the right to obtain from the controller: (...)

(b) as appropriate the rectification, erasure or blocking of data the processing of which
does not comply with the provisions of this Directive, in particular because of the incom
plete or inaccL rate nature of the data;

(c) notification to ':hird parties to whom the data have been disclosed of any rectification,
erasure or bloc king carried out in compliance with (b), unless this proves impossible or in
volves a disproportionate effort.

Data Protection Regulation is needed
ptotectilJnRegulation is about much more than the right to be forgotten. It is a fundamental

L:.UI'IIUt:::> data protection rules,establishinga number of new rights for citizensof which the right
to be forgotten is one (data portability, data breach notifications for instance),creating a single market for

data in~~c:::Ii~;~:I:~:::~:~::~::o~u::::::::::1prinCiple. This
principlenee:! to be updated and clarified for the digital age. The Data Protection Regulation
strengthens. rPrirtCiPle and improves legal certainty (Article17 of the proposedRegulation):

1.The right to be forg tten would be an empty shell if EUdata protectionruleswere not to apply to non-European
companiesand to earch engines.The proposeddata protection Regulation,for the first time, leaves no legal
doubt that no matt rwhere the physicalserverof a company processingdata is located,non-European com
panies, when offi ring services to European consumers, must apply European rules (seeArticle3 of

• • ••• • •
• • ••• -I I. _
II - _..
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the proposed data protection Regulation).
2. Tomake the rightto be forgotten more effective for individuals, the Commission has proposed reversing the

burden of proof: it is for the company - and not the individual- to prove that the data cannot be deleted
because it is still ~eeded or is still relevant

3..The proposed Datfl Protection Regulation creates an obligation for a controller who has made the per
sonal data publiC to take 'reasonable steps' to inform third parties of the fact the individual wants the data to
be deleted. The Parliament went even further by including, in its compromise text, an obligation for the

an erasure of these data. It also adds that individuals have the right to erasurewhere a court
based in the Unionhas ruledas final and absolute the data concemed be erased.
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4. The proposed Data Protection Regulation allows data protection authorities to impose fines of up to 2% of an
nual worldwide turnover where companies do not respect the rights of citizens, such as the right to be forgotten.

5. The proposed Data Protection Regulation is also specific as to the reasons of public interest that would justify
keeping data onlinf - the limitations of the right to be forgotten. These include the exercise of the right of
freedom of expression the interests of public health as well as cases in which data is processed for historical,
statistical and sCie1tific purposes.

Conclusion : The right to be forgotten ruling makes the adoption of the data protection reform more, not less,
urgent. I

3) The Rig~t to be forgotten and freedom of expression
and the redia

The Court in its jud9erTfflt did not elevate the right to be forgotten to a "super righf trumping other fundamental rights,
such as the freedoml;oxpression or the freedom of the media.

On the contrary, it con that the right to get your data erased is not absolute and has dear limits. The re
quest for erasure has t . be assessed on a case-by-case basis. It only applies where personal data storage is no longer

vant for the original purposes of the processing for which the data was collected. Removing
links is not tantamount to deleting content

The Court also clarifi that a case-by-case assessment will be needed. Neither the right to the protection of per-
sonal data nor and 'ght to freedom of expression are absolute rights.A fair balance should be sought between the
legitimate interest of i emet users and the person's fundamental rights. Freedom of expression carrieswith it respon
sibilities and has limits10th in the online and offline world.

This balance may de .nd on the nature of the information in question, its sensitivity for the person's private life and
on the public interest i. having that information. It may also depend on the personality in question: the right to be
fOrgotten. is certail.lY not about making prominent people less prominent or making criminals less
criminal •

The case itself prOVide¥an example of this balancing exercise.While the Court ordered Google to delete access to the=:~k?:.,~r~~~::nJ!!:'~=~I~~~::=:~':
still be accessiblebut i no longerubiquitous. This is enough for the citizen's privacy to be respected.

Googlewill have to asLs deletion requests on a case-by-case basis and to apply the criteria mentioned in EUlaw and
the European Court'sj:t~rnent These criteria relate to the accuracy,adequacy, relevance - including time passed - and
proportionality of the lifks, in relation to the purposes of the data processing (paragraph 93 of the ruling).The criteria for
aCOJracyand relevancf for example may critically depend on how much time has passed since the original references
to a person.While sore search results linking to content on other webpages may remain relevant even after a consider-
able passag2oftime';i. therswiUrot be 9J, ifl:I an.rni~dJal may legitillately ask tohave them oeleted
This is exactly the spi of the proposed EU data protection Regulation: empowering individuals to manage their
personal data while e lidtly protecting the freedom of expression and of the media Article 80of the proposed
Regulation includes a!peCifiC clause which obliges Member States to pass national legislation to reconcile data pro
tection with the right . freedom of expession including the processing of data for joumalistic purposes. The clause
specifically asks for th. type of balancing that the Court outlined in its ruling whereas today's 1995 Directive is silent
implying that data pro ion could rank above freedom of the media The Commission proposes to strengthen freedom
of expression and of media through the revision of Europe'sdata protection rules.

Conclusion: The pro osed Data Protection Regulation strikes the right balance between the right to the protection of
personal data and fr om of expression.
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Frequentlv Asked Questions

How will the Right to be Forgotten work in practice? Who can ask for a deletion of personal data and
how?
In practice, a search engine will have to delete information when it receives a specific request from a person
affected. This woul~ mean that a citizen, whose personal data appears in search results linking to other
webpages when a search is done with that person's name, requests the removal of those links. For example,
John Smith will be ~llowed to request Google to delete all search links to webpages containing his data,
when one enters the search query 'John Smith' in the Google search box.

Google will then haye to assess the deletion request on a case-by-case basis and to apply the criteria
mentioned in EU law and the European Court's judgment. These criteria relate to the accuracy, adequacy,
rele.vance- .i..nclUdinj ..time passed - and proportionality of the links, in relation to the purposes of the data
processing (paragra •.h 93 of the Court's ruling).

Therequest may fo example be turned down where the search engine operator concludes that for particu
lar reasons, such as{:" example the public role played by John Smith, the interest of tbe general public to
have access to the \formation in question justifies showing the links in Google search results.

In such cases, John fmith still has the option to complain to national data protection supervisory authori
ties or to national cfrts. Public authorities will be the ultimate arbiters of the application of the Right to be
Forgotten.

The Right to be ForJ,tten is a right which is given to all citizens in the EU, no matter what their nationality,
subject to the cond~ons outlined above.

How is Google exptcted to comply with this ruling? Will it not be very costly for search engines to
comply? . ,
It is not yet possible to determine how the ruling of the Court on the Right to be Forgotten will impact the
number of people to ask to havethelr data deleted from Google.

In any event, Google already has a system in place to handle deletion requests, such as national identifica
tion numbers (like U.~.Social Security Numbers), bank account numbers, credit card numbers and images of
signatures. It also hcfsset up a parallel system for dealing with take-down requests for copyright violations.

I

What will the Com"'ission do now?
Thisruling has conArtned the main pillars of the data protection reform. The Commission will continue push
ing fora speedy addptlon of the data protection reform, including the reinforced and modernised Right to
be Forgotten.

The Commission expects search engine operators to further develop well-functioning tools and procedures,
which ensure that inpividuals can request the deletion of their personal data when they are inaccurate, in
adequate, or irrelev,t,t or no longer relevant - under the control of competent authorities in particular data
protection authoritie .
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THE RIGHT TO PRIVACY

"It could ~e done only on principles of private justice, moral fitness, and public

convemete, which, when applied to a new subject, make common law without a
precedent r much more when received and approved by usage."

Willes, J., linMillar v. Taylor, 4 Burr. 2303,2312

THAT the indiVidi·al shall have full protection in person and in property is a principle as old as the

common law; but' has been found necessary from time to time to define anew the exact nature and

extent of such prot ction. Political, social, and economic changes entail the recognition of new

rights, and the common law, in its eternal youth, grows to meet the new demands of society. Thus,

in very early timest the law gave a remedy only for physical interference with life and property, for

trespasses vi et ar~is. Then the "right to life" served only to protect the subject from battery in its

various forms ; lib~rty meant freedom from actual restraint; and the right to property secured to the

individual his lan~ and his cattle. Later, there came a recognition of man's spiritual nature, of his

feelings and his in~llect. Gradually the scope of these legal rights broadened; and now the right to

life has come to mean the right to enjoy life, - the right to be let alone; the right to liberty secures

the exercise of ext1nsive civil privileges; and the term "property" has grown to comprise every

form of possession - intangible, as well as tangible.

Thus, with the recdgnition of the legal value of sensations, the protection against actual bodily

injury was extende~ to prohibit mere attempts to do such injury; that is, the putting another in fear

of such injury. From the action of battery grew that of assault.' Much later there came a qualified

protection of the i~~iividual against offensive noises and odors, against dust and smoke, and

excessive VibratioJ.The law of nuisance was developed+ So regard for human emotions soon

extended the scope of personal immunity beyond the body of the individual. His reputation, the

standing among hi~ fellow-men, was considered, and the law of slander and libel arose). Man's

family relations befame a part of the legal conception of his life, and the alienation of a wife's

affections was hel1 remediable+ Occasionally the law halted, as in its refusal to recognize the

intrusion by sedUC!.on upon the honor of the family. But even here the demands of society were

met. A mean fictio , the action per quod servitium amisit, was resorted to, and by allowing damages
for injury to the pa ents' feelings, an adequate remedy was ordinarily afforded+ Similar to the

I

I



expansion of the ~ight to life was the growth of the legal conception of property. From corporeal

property arose the incorporeal rights issuing out of it ; and then there opened the wide realm of

intangible property, in the products and processes of the mind.s as works of literature and

art, 1 goodwill, J! trade secrets, and trademarks. 2

I

This development! of the law was inevitable. The intense intellectual and emotional life, and the

heightening of se1sations which came with the advance of civilization, made it clear to men that

only a part of the ~ain, pleasure, and profit oflife lay in physical things. Thoughts, emotions, and

sensations demanded legal recognition, and the beautiful capacity for growth which characterizes

the common law r· abled the judges to afford the requisite protection, without the interposition of

the legislature. !

Recent inventions ~nd business methods call attention to the next step which must be taken for the

protection of the Pfrson, and for securing to the individual what Judge Cooley calls the right "to be

let alone" lQ Instantaneous photographs and newspaper enterprise have invaded the sacred precincts

of private and d01estic life; and numerous mechanical devices threaten to make good the

prediction that "what is whispered in the closet shall be proclaimed from the house-tops." For years

there has been a D±ling that the law must afford some remedy for the unauthorized circulation of

portraits of private persons ;iland the evil of invasion of privacy by the newspapers, long keenly

felt, has been but . cently discussed by an able writer.P The alleged facts of a somewhat notorious

case brought befolf an inferior tribunal in New York a few months ago, IIdirectly involved the

consideration of thb right of circulating portraits; and the question whether our law will recognize

and protect the right to privacy in this and in other respects must soon come before out courts for

consideration. .

Of the desirability Lindeed of the necessity - of some such protection, there can, it is believed, be

no doubt. The pres~ is overstepping in every direction the obvious bounds of propriety and of
,

decency. Gossip is.no longer the resource of the idle and of the vicious, but has become a trade,

which is pursued Jith industry as well as effrontery. To satisfy a prurient taste the details of sexual

relations are sprealbroadcast in the columns of the daily papers. To occupy the indolent, column

upon column is fill d with idle gossip, which can only be procured by intrusion upon the domestic

circle. The intensity and complexity of life, attendant upon advancing civilization, have rendered

necessary some retfeat from the world, and man, under the refining influence of culture, has become

more sensitive to ppblicity, so that solitude and privacy have become more essential to the

individual; but mOflern enterprise and invention have, through invasions upon his privacy,

SUbjectedhim to mbntal pain and distress, far greater than could be inflicted by mere bodily injury.

Nor is the harm wr ught by such invasions confined to the suffering of those who may be the

subjects of journal' tic or other enterprise. Inthis, as in other branches of commerce, the supply

creates the deman Each crop of unseemly gossip, thus harvested, becomes the seed of more, and,

in direct proportio to its circulation, results in the lowering of social standards and of morality.

Even gossip appar ntly harmless, when widely and persistently circulated, is potent for evil. It both

belittles and perve s. It belittles by inverting the relative importance of things, thus dwarfing the



thoughts and aspirations of a people. When personal gossip attains the dignity of print, and crowds

the space availablb for matters of real interest to the community, what wonder that the ignorant and

thoughtless mistake its relative importance. Easy of comprehension, appealing to that weak side of

human nature whifh is never wholly cast down by the misfortunes and frailties of our neighbors, no

one can be surprised that it usurps the place of interest in brains capable of other things. Triviality

destroys at once robustness of thought and delicacy of feeling. No enthusiasm can flourish, no

generous impulse ran survive under its blighting influence.

It is our purpose t1 consider whether the existing law affords a principle which can properly be

invoke~ to ,protect1the privacy of the individual; and, if it does, what the nature and extent of such

protection IS.

Owing to the naJe of the instruments by which privacy is invaded, the injury inflicted bears a

superficial resembtance to the wrongs dealt with by the law of slander and of libel, while a legal

remedy for such irvury seems to involve the treatment of mere wounded feelings, as a substantive

cause of action. The principle on which the law of defamation rests, covers, however, a radically

different class of erfects from those for which attention is now asked. It deals only with damage to
I

reputation, with th!. injury done to the individual in his external relations to the community, by

lowering him in th estimation of his fellows. The matter published of him, however widely

circulated, and ho . ever unsuited to publicity, must, in order to be actionable, have a direct tendency

to injure him in hi' intercourse with others, and even if in writing or in print, must subject him to the

hatred, ridicule, or.contempt of his fellowmen, - the effect of the publication upon his estimate of

himself and upon Jis own feelings nor forming an essential element in the cause of action. In short,

the wrongs and cOfelative rights recognized by the law of slander and libel are in their nature

material rather thaf spiritual. That branch of the law simply extends the protection surrounding

physical property tb certain of the conditions necessary or helpful to worldly prosperity. On the

other hand, our lai recognizes no principle upon which compensation can be granted for mere

injury to the feelinrs. However painful the mental effects upon another of an act, though purely

wanton or even malicious, yet if the act itself is otherwise lawful, the suffering inflicted is dannum

absque injuria. Injury of feelings may indeed be taken account of in ascertaining the amount of

damages when attfding what is recognized as a legal injury ;l~but our system, unlike the Roman

law, does not afforp a remedy even for mental suffering which results from mere contumely and

insult, but from anlintentional and unwarranted violation of the "honor" or another.P

It is not however n~cessary, in order to sustain the view that the common law recognizes and

upholds a principl~ applicable to cases of invasion of privacy, to invoke the analogy, which is but

superficial, to inj4es sustained, either by an attack upon reputation or by what the civilians called a

violation of honor lfor the legal doctrines relating to infractions of what is ordinarily termed the

common-law right fOintellectual and artistic property are, it is believed, but instances and

applications of a g1neral right to privacy, which properly understood afford a remedy for the evils

under consideratioj,

I



The common law ~ecures to each individual the right of determining, ordinarily, to what extent his

thoughts, sentiments, and emotions shall be communicated to others.P Under our system of

government, he cap never be compelled to express them (except when upon the witness stand); and

even ifhe has chofen to give them expression, he generally retains the power to fix the limits of the

publicity which shall be given them. The existence of this right does not depend upon the particular

method of expression adopted. It is immaterial whether it be by word-' or by signs,'! in

painting.lt by sculfture, or in music.Z2 Neither does the existence of the right depend upon the

nature or value of the thought or emotions, nor upon the excellence of the means of

expression.sl The $ame protection is accorded to a casual letter or an entry in a diary and to the most

valuable poem or1ssay, to a botch or daub and to a masterpiece. In every such case the individual is

entitled to decide hether that which is his shall be given to the public:~~No other has the right to

publish his producions in any form, without his consent. This right is wholly independent of the

material on WhiChi.the thought, sentiment, or emotions is expressed. It may exist independently of

any corporeal bein ,as in words spoken, a song sung, a drama acted. Or if expressed on any

material, as in a p em in writing, the author may have parted with the paper, without forfeiting any

proprietary right il· the composition itself. The right is lost only when the author himself

communicates his roduction to the public, - in other words, publishes it.D.It is entirely

independent of the copyright laws, and their extension into the domain of art. The aim of those

statutes is to secure to the author, composer, or artist the entire profits arising from publication ; but

the common-law protection enables him to control absolutely the act of publication, and in the

exercise of his owJ discretion, to decide whether there shall be any publication at all}~ The statutory

right is of no value, unless there is a publication; the common-law right is lost as soon as there is a

publication.

What is the nature, the basis, of this right to prevent the publication of manuscripts or works of art?

It is stated to be the enforcement of a right of property ;lland no difficulty arises in accepting this

view, so long as w~ have only to deal with the reproduction ofliterary and artistic compositions.

They certainly possess many of the attributes of ordinary property; they are transferable; they have

a value; and publication or reproduction is a use by which that value is realized. But where the

value of the produttion is found not in the right to take the profits arising from publication, but in

the peace of mind .r the relief afforded by the ability to prevent any publication at all, it is difficult
to regard the right as one of property, in the common acceptation of that term. A man records in a

letter to his son, or lin his diary, that he did not dine with his wife on a certain day. No one into

whose hands those papers fall could publish them to the world, even if possession of the documents

had been obtained rightfully; and the prohibition would not be confined to the publication of a copy

of the letter itself'lr of the diary entry; the restraint extends also to a publication of the contents.

What is the thing hich is protected? Surely, not the intellectual act of recording the fact that the

husband did not di e with his wife, but that fact itself. It is not the intellectual product, but the

domestic occurrenie. A man writes a dozen letters to different people. No person would be

permitted to PUblil a list of the letters written. If the letters or the contents of the diary were
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protected as literary compositions, the scope of the protection afforded should be the same secured

to a published writing under the copyright law. But the copyright law would not prevent an

enumeration of thJ letters, or the publication of some of the facts contained therein. The copyright

of a series of paintings or etchings would prevent a reproduction of the paintings as pictures; but it

would not preventia publication of list or even a description ofthem.22 Yet in the famous case of

Prince Albert v. Strange, the court held that the common-law rule prohibited not merely the

reproduction of th, etchings which the plaintiff and Queen Victoria had made for their own

pleasure, but also ~the publishing (at least by printing or writing), though not by copy or

resemblance, a de~cription of them, whether more or less limited or summary, whether in the form

of a catalogue or ~herwise. fIn Likewise, an unpublished collection of news possessing no element

of a literary nature I is protected from privacy.~

That this protection cannot rest upon the right to literary or artistic property in any exact sense,

appears the more Jearly when the subject-matter for which protection is invoked is not even in the

form of intellectual property, but has the attributes of ordinary tangible property. Suppose a man has

a collection of gents or curiosities which he keeps private: it would hardly be contended that any

person could publish a catalogue of them, and yet the articles enumerated are certainly not

intellectual propet in the legal sense, any more than a collection of stoves or of chairs.~

The belief that the '~deaof property in its narrow sense was the basis of the protection of unpublished

manuscripts led aniable court to refuse, in several cases, injunctions against the publication of

private letters, on the ground that "letters not possessing the attributes of literary compositions are

not property entitl1d to protection; "and that it was "evident the plaintiff could not have considered

the letters as of an~ value whatever as literary productions, for a letter cannot be considered of value

to the author whicq he never would consent to have published.r=' But those decisions have not been

followed.s! and it $ay not be considered settled that the protection afforded by the common law to

the author of any 'fiting is entirely independent of its pecuniary value, its intrinsic merits, or of any

intention to publish the same and, of course, also, wholly independent of the material, if any, upon

which, or the mode in which, the thought or sentiment was expressed.

Although the courts have asserted that they rested their decisions on the narrow grounds of

protection to propertY, yet there are recognitions of a more liberal doctrine. Thus in the case of

Prince Albert v. St~ange, already referred to, the opinions of both the Vice-Chancellor and of the

Lord Chancellor, on appeal, show a more or less clearly defined perception of a principle broader

than those which ~ere mainly discussed, and on which they both place their chief reliance. Vice

Chancellor Knight Bruce referred to publishing of a man that he had "written to particular persons

or on particular su~jects" as an instance of possibly injurious disclosures as to private matters, that

the courts would id a proper case prevent; yet it is difficult to perceive how, in such a case, any

right of privacy, in the narrow sense, would be drawn in question, or why, if such a publication

would be restraine when it threatened to expose the victim not merely to sarcasm, but to ruin, it

should not equally. e enjoined, if it threatened to embitter his life. To deprive a man of the potential

profits to be realiz .d by publishing a catalogue of his gems cannot per se be a wrong to him. The



possibility of future profits is not a right of property which the law ordinarily recognizes; it must,

therefore, be an infraction of other rights which constitutes the wrongful act, and that infraction is

equally wrongful, whether its results are to forestall the profits that the individual himself might

s~cure by giv~ng t;e matte.r a publicity obnoxious to him, or to gain an advantage at the expense of

his mental pam anti suffenng. If the fiction of property in a narrow sense must be preserved, it is

still true that the efd accomplished by the gossip-monger is attained by the use of that which is

another's, the fact~ relating to his private life, which he has seen fit to keep private. Lord Cottenham

stated that a man "rs that which is exclusively his," and cited with approval the opinion of Lord

Eldon, as reported in a manuscript note of the case of Wyatt v.Wilson, in 1820, respecting an

engraving of Georfe the Third during his illness, to the effect that "if one of the late king's

physicians had kept a diary of what he heard and saw, the court would not, in the king's lifetime,

have permitted hirVto print and publish it ; "and Lord Cotten ham declared, in respect to the acts of

the defendants in the case before him, that "privacy is the right invaded." But if privacy is once

recognized as a ri~t entitled to legal protection, the interposition of the courts cannot depend on the

particular nature of the injuries resulting.

These considerations lead to the conclusion that the protection afforded to thoughts, sentiments, and

emotions, express1d through the medium of writing or of the arts, so far as it consists in preventing

publication, is merely an instance of the enforcement of the more general right of the individual to

be let alone. It is life the right not be assaulted or beaten, the right not be imprisoned, the right not

to be maliciously ~rosecuted, the right not to be defamed. In each of these rights, as indeed in all

other rights reco~zed by the law, there inheres the quality of being owned or possessed - and (as

that is the distinguishing attribute of property) there may some propriety in speaking of those rights

as property. But, obviously, they bear little resemblance to what is ordinarily comprehended under

that term. The prinbple which protects personal writings and all other personal productions, not

against theft and p~ysical appropriation, but against publication in any form, is in reality not the

principle of privatd property, but that of an inviolate personality.P

If we are correct i~ this conclusion, the existing law affords a principle from which may be invoked

to protect the privacy of the individual from invasion either by the too enterprising press, the

photographer, or t* possessor of any other modem device for rewording or reproducing scenes or

sounds. For the protection afforded is not confined by the authorities to those cases where any

particular medium pr form of expression has been adopted, not to products of the intellect. The same

protection is afforded to emotions and sensations expressed in a musical composition or other work

of art as to a literary composition; and words spoken, a pantomime acted, a sonata performed, is no

less entitled to protection than if each had been reduced to writing. The circumstance that a thought

or emotion has be recorded in a permanent form renders its identification easier, and hence may

be important from he point of view of evidence, but it has no significance as a matter of substantive

right. If, then, the ecisions indicate a general right to privacy for thoughts, emotions, and

sensations, these s ould receive the same protection, whether expressed in writing, or in conduct, in

conversation, in a itudes, or in facial expression.



Itmay be urged th~t a distinction should be taken between the deliberate expression of thoughts and

emotions in literary or artistic compositions and the casual and often involuntary expression given to

them in the ordinao/ conduct of life. In other words, itmay be contended that the protection

afforded is granted' to the conscious products of labor, perhaps as an encouragement to effort ..llThis

contention, howev~r plausible, has, in fact, little to recommend it. If the amount of labor involved be

adopted as the test,jwe might well find that the effort to conduct one's self properly in business and

in domestic relatioi s had been far greater than that involved in painting a picture or writing a book;

one would find tha it was far easier to express lofty sentiments in a diary than in the conduct of a

noble life. If the te t of deliberateness of the act be adopted, much casual correspondence which is

now accorded full rotection would be excluded from the beneficent operation of existing rules.

After the decisions denying the distinction attempted to be made between those literary productions

which it was inten ed to publish and those which it was not, all considerations of the amount of

labor involved, the degree of deliberation, the value of the product, and the intention of publishing

must be abandone ,and no basis is discerned upon which the right to restrain publication and

reproduction of su h so-called literary and artistic works can be rested, except the right to privacy,

as a part of the mo e general right to the immunity of the person, - the right to one's personality.

It should be stated hat, in some instances where protection has been afforded against wrongful

publication, the j "sdiction has been asserted, not on the ground of property, or at least not wholly

on that ground, bu] upon the ground of an alleged breach of an implied contract or of a trust or

I
Thus, in Aberneth v. Hutchinson, 3 L. J. Ch. 209 (1825), where the plaintiff, a distinguished

confidence.

surgeon, sought to estrain the publication in the "Lancet" of unpublished lectures which he had

delivered as St. B holomew's Hospital in London, Lord Eldon doubted whether there could be

property in lecture which had not been reduced to writing, but granted the injunction on the ground

of breach of confi ence, holding "that when persons were admitted as pupils or otherwise, to hear

these lectures, alth ugh they were orally delivered, and although the parties might go to the extent,

if they were able tldO so, of putting down the whole by means of short-hand, yet they could do that

only for the purpo es of their own information, and could not publish, for profit, that which they had

not obtained the ri ht of selling."
I

InPrince Albert v. Strange, I McN. & G. 25 (1849), Lord Cottenham, on appeal, while recognizing

a right of property in the etchings which of itself would justify the issuance of the injunction, stated,

after discussing th~ evidence, that he was bound to assume that the possession of the etching by the
I

defendant had "its oundation in a breach of trust, confidence, or contract," and that upon such

ground also the pl intiffs title to the injunction was fully sustained.

In Tuck v. Priester 19 Q.B.D. 639 (1887), the plaintiffs were owners of a picture, and employed the

defendant to make a certain number of copies. He did so, and made also a number of other copies

for himself, and 0 ered them for sale in England at a lower price. Subsequently, the plaintiffs

registered their co yright in the picture, and then brought suit for an injunction and damages. The



Lords Justices differed as to the application of the copyright acts to the case, but held unanimously

that independently lofthose acts, the plaintiffs were entitled to an injunction and damages for breach

of contract.

In Pollard v. Photo¥raphic Co., 40 Ch. Div. 345 (1888), a photographer who had taken a lady's

photograph under +e ordinary circumstances was restrained from exhibiting it, and also from

selling copies of it,ion the ground that it was a breach of an implied term in the contract, and also

that it was a breac of confidence. Mr. Justice North interjected in the argument of the plaintiffs

counsel the inquir : "Do you dispute that if the negative likeness were taken on the sly, the person

who took it might xhibit copies?" and counsel for the plaintiff answered: "In that case there would

be no trust or consideration to support a contract." Later, the defendant's counsel argued that "a

person has no pro rty in his own features; short of doing what is libellous or otherwise illegal,

there is no restrictii n on the photographer's using his negative." But the court, while expressly

finding a breach 0 contract and of trust sufficient to justify its interposition, still seems to have felt

the necessity of res ing the decision also upon a right of property.s' in order to bring it within the

line of those cases hich were relied upon as precedents.P

This process of im lying a term in a contract, or of implying a trust (particularly where a contract is

written, and wherelthese is no established usage or custom), is nothing more nor less than a judicial

declaration that pu lie morality, private justice, and general convenience demand the recognition of
I

such a rule, and th t the publication under similar circumstances would be considered an intolerable

abuse. So long as t ese circumstances happen to present a contract upon which such a term can be

engrafted by the ju icial mind, or to supply relations upon which a trust or confidence can be

erected, there may e no objection to working out the desired protection though the doctrines of

contract or of trust But the court can hardly stop there. The narrower doctrine may have satisfied

the demands of so iety at a time when the abuse to be guarded against could rarely have arisen

without violating a contract or a special confidence; but now that modern devices afford abundant

opportunities for t e perpetration of such wrongs without any participation by the injured party, the

protection granted y the law must be placed upon a broader foundation. While, for instance, the

state of the photo aphic art was such that one's picture could seldom be taken without his

consciously "sittin "for the purpose, the law of contract or of trust might afford the prudent man

sufficient safeguarts against the improper circulation of his portrait; but since the latest advances in

photographic art h ve rendered it possible to take pictures surreptitiously, the doctrines of contract

and of trust are ina equate to support the required protection, and the law of tort must be resorted to.

The right of property in its widest sense, including all possession, including all rights and privileges,
,

and hence embraci g the right to an inviolate personality, affords alone that broad basis upon which

the protection whi h the individual demands can be rested.

Thus, the courts, i searching for some principle upon which the publication of private letters could

be enjoined, natur [lly came upon the ideas of a breach of confidence, and of an implied contract;

but it required littl j consideration to discern that this doctrine could not afford all the protection

required, since it ould not support the court in granting a remedy against a stranger; and so the



theory of propertYJn the contents of letters was adopted.e Indeed, it is difficult to conceive on what

theory of the law t ,e casual recipient of a letter, who proceeds to publish it, is guilty of a breach of
,

contract, express 0 implied, or of any breach of trust, in the ordinary acceptation of that term.

Suppose a letter h been addressed to him without his solicitation. He opens it, and reads. Surely,

he has not made a y contract; he has not accepted any trust. He cannot, by opening and reading the

letter, have come u der any obligation save what the law declares; and, however expressed, that
,

obligation is simpl to observe the legal right of the sender, whatever it may be, and whether it be

called his right or roperty in the contents of the letter, or his right to privacy.V
I

A similar groping or the principle upon which a wrongful publication can be enjoined is found in

the law of trade se rets. There, injunctions have generally been granted on the theory of a breach of

contract, or of an a use of confidence. as Itwould, of course, rarely happen that anyone would be in

possession of a sec et unless confidence had been reposed in him. But can it be supposed that the

court would hesita e to grant relief against one who had obtained his knowledge by an ordinary

trespass, - for ins ance, by wrongfully looking into a book in which the secret was recorded, or by

eavesdropping? In eed, in Yovatt v. Winyard, I J.&W. 394 (1820), where an injunction was granted

against making an use or of communicating certain recipes for veterinary medicine, it appeared

that the defendant hile in the plaintiffs employ, had surreptitiously got access to his book of

recipes, and copie them. Lord Eldon "granted the injunction, upon the ground of there having been

a breach of trust auldconfidence;" but it would seem difficult to draw any sound legal distinction
I

between such a cas' and one where a mere stranger wrongfully obtained access to the book.12

We must therefore conclude that the rights, so protected, whatever their exact nature, are not rights

arising from contr ct or from special trust, but are rights as against the world; and, as above stated,

the principle whic has been applied to protect these rights is in reality not the principle of private

property, unless thtt word be used in an extended and unusual sense. The principle which protects

personal writings • d any other productions of the intellect of or the emotions, is the right to

privacy, and the la has no new principle to formulate when it extends this protection to the

personal appearan1e, sayings, acts, and to personal relation, domestic or otherwise.f

If the invasion of ~i vacy constitutes a legal injuria, the elements for demanding redress exist, since

already the value or mental suffering, caused by an act wrongful in itself, is recognized as a basis for

compensation. I

The right of one who has remained a private individual, to prevent his public portraiture, presents

the simplest case f~r such extension; the right to protect one's self from pen portraiture, from a

discussion by the ress of one's private affairs, would be a more important and far-reaching one. If

casual and unimpo ant statements in a letter, if handiwork, however inartistic and valueless, if

possessions of all ,orts are protected not only against reproduction, but also against description and

enumeration, how' uch more should the acts and sayings of a man in his social and domestic

relations be guard I from ruthless publicity. If you may not reproduce a woman's face

photographically ithout her consent, how much less should be tolerated the reproduction of her



I

face, her form, andlher actions, by graphic descriptions colored to suit a gross and depraved

imagination.

The right to privacy, limited as such right must necessarily be, has already found expression in the

law of France+'

It remains to consi er what are the limitations of this right to privacy, and what remedies may be

granted for the enf rcement of the right. To determine in advance of experience the exact line at

which the dignity d convenience of the individual must yield to the demands of the public welfare

or of private justic would be a difficult task; but the more general rules are furnished by the legal

analogies already eve loped in the law of slander and libel, and in the law of literary and artistic

property.

1. The right to privacy does not prohibit any publication of matter which is of public or general

interest.

Tndetermi ing the scope of this rule, aid would be afforded by the analogy, in the law of

libel and s ander, of cases which deal with the qualified privilege of comment and criticism

on matterSl.•'Ofpublic and general interest.S There are of course difficulties in applying such
a rule; bu they are inherent in the subject-matter, and are certainly no greater than those

which exi in many other branches of the law, - for instance, in that large class of cases in

which the ~easonableness or unreasonableness of an act is made the test of liability. The

design 0f ~e law must be to protect those persons with whose affairs the community has no

legitimate ~oncern, from being dragged into an undesirable and undesired publicity and to

protect all persons, whatsoever; their position or station, from having matters which they

may properly prefer to keep private, made public against their will. It is the unwarranted

invasion of individual privacy which is reprehended, and to be, so far as possible,
I

preventedf' he distinction, however, noted in the above statement is obvious and

fundamen 1. There are persons who may reasonably claim as a right, protection from the

notorietye tailed by being made the victims of journalistic enterprise. There are others

who, in vap,ing degrees, have renounced the right to live their lives screened from public

observation. Matters which men of the first class may justly contend, concern themselves

alone, may in those of the second be the subject of legitimate interest to their fellow

citizens. P,culiarities of manner and person, which in the ordinary individual should be free

from comment, may acquire a public importance, if found in a candidate for public office.

Some furt~er discrimination is necessary, therefore, than to class facts or deeds as public or

private according to a standard to be applied to the fact or deed per se. To publish of a

modest an~ retiring individual that he suffers from an impediment in his speech or that he

cannot spefl correctly, is an unwarranted, if not an unexampled, infringement of his rights,

while to st' te and comment on the same characteristics found in a would-be congressman

could not e regarded as beyond the pale of propriety.

The gener I object in view is to protect the privacy of private life, and to whatever degree

and in wh tever connection a man's life has ceased to be private, before the publication



under con ideration has been made, to that extent the protection is likely to be

withdrawn ~ Since, then, the propriety of publishing the very same facts may depend

wholly up n the person concerning whom they are published, no fixed formula can be used

to prohibit obnoxious publications. Any rule of liability adopted must have in it an elasticity

which shal take account of the varying circumstances of each case, - a necessity which

unfortunat ly renders such a doctrine not only more difficult of application, but also to a

certain ext nt uncertain in its operation and easily rendered abortive. Besides, it is only the

more flagf nt breaches of decency and propriety that could in practice be reached, and it is

not perhap desirable even to attempt to repress everything which the nicest taste and,
keenest se ..se of the respect due to private life would condemn.

I

In general.l then, the matters of which the publication should be repressed may be described

as those w ich concern the private life, habits, acts, and relations of an individual, and have

no legitim' te connection with his fitness for a public office which he seeks or for which he

is suggest ,or for any public or quasi public position which he seeks or for which he is

suggested, and have no legitimate relation to or bearing upon any act done by him in a

public or asi public capacity. The foregoing is not designed as a wholly accurate or

exhaustive, definition, since that which must ultimately in a vast number of cases become a

question 0 individual judgment and opinion is incapable of such definition; but it is an

attempt to ndicate broadly the class of matters referred to. Some things all men alike are

entitled to eep from popular curiosity, whether in public life or not, while others are only

private be ause the persons concerned have not assumed a position which makes their

doings leg timate matters of public investigation=

2. The rivht to privacy does not prohibit the communication of any matter, though in its nature

private, w en the publication is made under circumstances which would render it a

privi 1.,'ged ommunication according to the law of slander and libel.

Under this rule, the right to privacy is not invaded by any publication made in a court of

justice, in egislative bodies, or the committees of those bodies; in municipal assemblies, or

the commi tees of such assemblies, or practically by any communication in any other public

body, municipal or parochial, or in any body quasi public, like the large voluntary

s formed for almost every purpose of benevolence, business, or other general

intercs t ; d (at least in many jurisdictions) reports of any such proceedings would in some

accorded a like privilege.~ Nor would the rule prohibit any publication made by

ischarge of some public or private duty, whether legal or moral, or in conduct of

ffairs, in matters where his own interest is concemed.P

3. The 1,1 "W uld probably not grant any redress for the invasion of privacy by oral publication

in the 1bs ce of special damage.

The easons exist for distinguishing between oral and written publications of private

matt ',a is afforded in the law of defamation by the restricted liability for slander as
I

corn, Ired ith the liability for libel.~ The injury resulting from such oral communications



"

would ordinarily be so trifling that the law might well, in the interest of free speech,

disrc: ard i altogether.v

consent,
4. The ri- ht to privacy ceases upon the publication of the facts by the individual, or with his

This j; but another application of the rule which has become familiar in the law of literary

and ~,.isti , property. The cases there decided establish also what should be deemed a

publi itio 1,- the important principle in this connection being that a private

corm: unic tion of circulation for a restricted purpose is not a publication within the

meal 19o., the law.::!2

5. The tn th o. the matter published does not afford a defence. Obviously this branch of the law

shou 'ha e no concern with the truth or falsehood of the matters published. It is not for

10 t e individual's character that redress or prevention is sought, but for injury to the

!'pd acy. For the former, the law of slander and libel provides perhaps a sufficient

ird. The latter implies the right not merely to prevent inaccurate portrayal of private

It to prevent its being depicted at all.~
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cnc of "malice" in the publisher does not afford a defence.

,11ill-will is not an ingredient of the offence, any more than in an ordinary case of

s toperson or to property. Such malice is never necessary to be shown in an action

,I or slander at common law, except in rebuttal of some defence, e.g., that the
In r ndered the communication privileged, or, under the statutes in this State and

-ere, that the statement complained of was true. The invasion of the privacy that is to

cct d is equally complete and equally injurious, whether the motives by which the

" or writer was actuated are taken by themselves, culpable or not; just as the damage

ret r, and to some extent the tendency to provoke a breach of the peace, is equally

.rl t f defamation without regard to motives leading to its publication. Viewed as a

to. t e individual, this rule is the same pervading the whole law of torts, by which one

res onsible for his intentional acts, even thought they care committed with no

nt ; and viewed as a wrong to society, it is the same principle adopted in a large

y 0 statutory offences.

The remer" 'r a 1invasion of the right of privacy are also suggested by those administered in the

law of defa on, and in the law ofliterary and artistic property, namely: -

1. An
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2. Ali

It would d,
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II 0 'tort for damages in all cases. il Even in the absence of special damages,

:1ial compensation could be allowed for injury to feelings as in the action of slander

l.

n, in perhaps a very limited class of cases.~

css be desirable that the privacy of the individual should receive the added protection

,II , but for this, legislation would be required.P Perhaps it would be deemed proper
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11in~l liability for such publication within narrower limits; but that the community

111 preventing such invasions of privacy, sufficiently strong to justify the introduction

Iv, [annot be doubted. Still, the protection of society must come mainly through a

.hc ights of the individual. Each man is responsible for his own acts and omissions

, Ill,s what he reprobates, with a weapon at hand equal to his defence, he is

,hl:r.....'results. Ifhe resists, public opinion will rally to his support. Has he then such a
·1 i • ed that the common law provides him with one, forged in the slow fire of the

\-d y fitly tempered to his hand. The common law has always recognized a man's

:l' impregnable, often, even to his own officers engaged in the execution of its

i the courts thus close the front entrance to constituted authority, and open wide the

. l) prurient curiosity?

Samuel D. Warren,
Louis D. Brandeis.

:11 er,1890.

'i h ed in the Harvard Law Review, V. IV, No.5, December 1890.]
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